ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING

RHODE ISLAND STATE ENERGY PLAN (RISEP)

Thursday January 24, 2013
10:30 AM-12:30 PM
Conference Room C
RI Department of Administration
One Capitol Hill
Providence, RI

ATTENDANCE:


Steering Committee & Project Team Members: Marion Gold, Paul Gonsalves, Nancy Hess, Chris Kearns, Hannah Morini, Rachel Sholly, Allison Rogers, and Danny Musher

Other Attendees & Members of the Public: Rachel Henschel, Karina Lutz, Bruce DiGennaro, Charles Hawkins, Tim Faulker, Varun Kumar, Jamie Howland, Sandra Serpa, Jessica Millar

AGENDA:

10:30 Welcome – Marion Gold, RIOER, Nancy Hess, RISPP

10:45 Updated RISEP Directional Objectives – Danny Musher, RIOER

11:00 Questions & Discussion

11:15 Introduction to “Forecast” Scope of Work (SOW) – Jamie Howland & Varun Kumar, ENE

12:00 Questions & Discussion

12:15 Public Comment

12:30 Adjourn
MINUTES:

Rhode Island Office of Energy Resources (OER) Director Marion G. began the meeting by stressing the importance of the Advisory Council’s (AC) work and by having members introduce themselves and the organizations they represent. She then introduced Nancy Hess from the Statewide Planning Program to talk about the process the AC will be undertaking and the goals and focus of the exercise. The end point of this process is to have the RISEP incorporated into the State Guide Plan which helps determine individual municipalities’ comprehensive plans. She passed out a flow chart which shows the various steps in a typical planning process. The AC has already completed the first step in the process which is establishing a vision statement and outlining issues. This is a fluid process and things can change as the plan evolves over time. Right now, the AC is in the step where initial goals and objectives are introduced. Looking ahead, the scenarios and the results will come back for the AC to review.

Updated RISEP Directional Objectives (DOs)

OER Project Manager Danny M. reviewed the process the AC will be undertaking to develop an update to the RISEP which has not been done since 2002. He then presented a power point presentation (attached). The AC responsibilities are to meet on a monthly basis, provide feedback and recommend a plan to the State Planning Council. Currently the AC is in phase one which is the data gathering stage. The AC has already reviewed the scope of work for the historic baseline and today the AC will be reviewing the business as usual (BAU) forecast.

The AC needs to create a rubric for how we are going to decide what strategies to use to design the plan. What criteria will the Council use to develop these strategies? The purpose of developing the DOs is to develop this rubric. The RISEP Project Team wove the criteria direction into the vision statement. The criteria then drive the DOs. Danny M. said his goal was to get feedback from the AC on the revised and finalized DOs. The metrics in the rubric are the metrics the AC will recommend to the Consultant Team (C-Team) for the purposes of performing scenario modeling. Danny M. then reviewed the rubric with the DOs and metrics associated with them. He then opened up the floor for questions and comments about the rubric.

Bob Chew said that he would like DO H to include water pollution as a negative ecosystem impact. He cited oil spills. Nick U. questioned DO A, where the goal is to guarantee adequate overall supply. How does RI fit in? We are part of a regional grid. Are you talking about demand measured by capacity or supply? If you are looking at RI specific supply, the problem is sometimes having local supply is not the most efficient or economical result. You may want to expand upon what this metric really means. Danny M. replied that this metric is a fundamental concept simply meant to express that the plan does not consider strategies that would not meet forecasted demand in all sectors as a way to for example, achieve maximum cost savings or a maximum reduction in emissions. The metric simply means that we will provide energy services and meet the demand. Nick U. is not sure what value added this metric provides. Because RI relies on
markets it does have adequate supply. You may want to look at price instead. Other than natural gas, where there are some supply constraints, we have enough supply over the next 10 years. Electric demand in RI is predicted to decline because of EE. Even though gas prices have gone to $4 a gallon there have not been supply constraints in thirty years. Nick U. does not see the value in this metric without some additional information.

Bob T. asked if the C-Team will be giving help on possible metrics and are we going to be baselining where we are today in order to judge whether there is an increase or decrease over time. He does not feel the metrics in the rubric are specific enough. Will the C-Team make the metrics more specific? Or is the AC going to direct the consultants? Danny M. said that the feedback he received from the AC indicate that they wanted to drive the process. He said the ENE presentation later in today’s meeting will be on baselining for the BAU forecast. Bob T. said that in the DOs we are pre-supposing increases and decreases without metrics. He wanted to know if, after we have the metrics, can the AC go back to review the DOs. Are these DOs firm and cast in concrete? Danny M. said the AC wants the C-Team to propose strategies that fit the criteria and vision statement. Bob T. said his concerns are more fundamental. He can’t sign off on the DOs without metrics to make an informed decision.

Nancy Hess said that these DOs are like starting place holders to inform the planning process. The C-team can come back and give us parameters, some may work, others may not, so you want to be flexible because you may want to tweak the DOs. Danny M. asked Bob T. to give an example. Bob T. cited DO C-which seeks to lower overall energy bills. We may learn that the AC has no control over that whatsoever. We are in a six state region where ISO-NE determines your bill. There may be institutional issues that could make it impossible to meet this objective. Danny M. said that we have to be consistent with what tasks we give to the C-Team.

Ian S. wondered if instead of lowering overall energy bills the wording should be to minimize everyone’s energy bills. Energy bills may go up, but you want to minimize this impact with cost effective solutions. DO E and DO I are not so much objectives & metrics as they are strategies to achieve the DOs. Danny M. asked if the group agreed with that. Abigail A. said that it made a lot of sense. Ian S. also said that RI may want to optimize the rate of change rather than ascribing an increase or decrease to each DO. Abigail A. said the increase or decrease will all be relative to the BAU forecast. Sheila D. said we want to increase the percent of energy spend in-state. We want to spend less money overall but we want it to stay in-state. Danny M. asked if the group wanted to strike DO I.

Jessica Millar suggested using the word ratio instead of amount. Sheila D said don’t put just any alternative energy supply options that under DO E; use only clean energy alternatives. We should put parameters on what we mean by alternative. Danny M. said that the scenarios will be designed to meet the DOs, and the DOs will guide what alternative energy supply options we are seeking. Danny M. observed that many people see DO E as a strategy rather than a goal. He cited the lack of choice with mass transit and EV alternatives in the transportation sector. Sheila D. also cited participation as a
criterion in the vision statement. Danny M. said that AC members have given him feedback emphasizing that consumers should be more aware of their energy choices. John G. said the goal may be to offer opportunities to RI consumers to choose their energy supply. He would hate to remove DO E if it is getting at something that the others don’t. Maybe it should say choice in the DO. Ian S. said that the participation criteria should be a goal of educating more people. Find ways to measure the outreach of entities like OER & NGrid. The metric could be how many people are being reached. It could measure people’s understanding of their choices. Ian S. suggested forming focus groups to get at the core understanding of consumer’s choices. Sheila D. said making people more aware of choices does not increase the amount of choice. Knowing what the RIPTA schedule is does not increase the mass transit choices available or make it a better system. You don’t get at this if you get rid of DO E, but it does need to be more nuanced.

Channing J. said that DO H (reduce negative ecosystem impacts) needs to be better defined. You have to think about damage that comes from out of state like Brayton Point or hydraulic fracking in Pennsylvania. They are not in RI but produce energy for RI. The C-Team needs to focus on this. Danny M. said it was a good point. Ian S. thought that human health and safety should be in this DO with metrics like mortality rates and labor loss rates.

Bob C. said that a top priority in any energy plan should be to get people to use less energy. He does not see it in any of the DOs. Using less energy solves a lot of these problems. Danny M said there was a DO discussed by the Project Team that addressed using less energy whenever reduction in demand is cheaper than additional supply, but it was decided that that was more of a strategy than a DO. Bob C. said he feels the two most important goals are to use less energy and try to site more renewable energy (RE) in-state. John G. commented that those are potential strategies that would meet many of the Dos. He wondered if there should be a column in the rubric that has potential strategies, so the AC can see them up there.

Bob T. felt it was a good discussion but he still needs metrics. The help he needs is baseline. He feels we are dealing in a vacuum and he wants an understanding of where our gas & oil comes from. Where is RI electricity generated? Julian D. asked if innovation and being pro-active should be a DO. If a plan is to be forward looking it should be looking at innovation. Danny M. ended the discussion by asking the AC members to send him their feedback on the revised DOs by e-mail.

**Introduction to the “Forecast” Scope of Work**

Danny M. introduced Jamie Howland, the Director of Environment Northeast’s (ENE) Climate and Energy Analysis Center and Varum Kumar, Policy and Data Analysis for ENE, to give this power point presentation (attached). They will be developing a BAU forecast. They will look at energy parameters concerning: demand and consumption, prices, cost, and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. This forecast will assume no changes in existing RI energy policies. The following sources will be used for the projected data:
the Energy Information Administration (EIA) Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) for 2012 & 2013; and the ISO-NE CELT Report. The ISO-NE electricity demand forecast has RI specific data through 2021. Nick U. asked if the forecast has energy efficiency (EE) values factored in. Jamie H. said that since ISO-NE has always discounted EE they plan on using a forecasting model without it, and then factoring in Rhode Island’s efficiency goals after the fact.

Policy impacts in the forecast model include: the RI Comprehensive Energy Conservation Efficiency & Affordability Act, which authorized Least Cost Procurement (LCP); and the recent passed Petroleum Savings and Independence Advisory Commission Act which contains petroleum reduction targets. These targets will be analyzed in the forecast. A new Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) cap may adjust the model.

Varun K. then went through a series of BAU scenarios. Because energy markets are uncertain ENE is presenting multiple scenarios. These scenarios include high & low price oil and high and low price natural gas. They will also do a forecast scenario with an applied industry wide carbon fee. Sheila D. asked if there was a scenario where high gas and high oil prices were modeled together. Jamie H. said that they were looking at the bounds of what is there today in RI. Because oil is a global situation, and natural gas is not, the oil market is much tighter. Bob T. wanted to point out a lag in the data. The 2012 ISO data is really data from 2011. The projections will be almost 12 months old for projecting things like shale oil.

Varun K. then put up a slide that showed what would be measured in each sector. They will also be analyzing electricity emissions based on both generation and consumption. Jamie H. said that emissions from power plants in RI do not correlate with the electricity consumption in RI. As a rule, the smaller the state is the bigger the difference between emissions & consumption. You need to look at the regional generation and emissions mix.

Ian S. wanted to know if the RGGI scenario would be incorporated in the forecast. He also assumed that the scenarios are not comprehensive. They do not include nuclear, wind, and other technologies that are important resources. Jamie H. said it was because the fuels modeled are the ones most used in RI. John G noticed the same thing about transportation. Jamie H. said if you put EVs in both places (electricity & transportation) you are counting it twice. The same goes for biofuels that can be used for transportation & heating. John G. asked if natural gas for transportation breaks out LNG & CNG. Jamie H. said it does not.

Varun K. then put up a slide that shows the RISEP BAU base case methodology. AEO’s New England (NE) energy consumption & price forecast will be adjusted based on historic RI & NE data to derive RI specific forecasts for different fuels. Energy expenditure will be derived using consumption & price data. ISO-NE RI electricity consumption forecast data will be used through 2021. ENE will forecast data from 2022 through 2035 based on ISO & AEO forecasts. Results derived from the AEO will be
adjusted by the impacts of increased EE. They will take the EE savings targets from the 2012-14 EE Procurement Plan for this forecast. For 2015-21 ENE proposes using targets from the KEMA EE Opportunity Report. For natural gas they will be using the EEPP until 2014 and then the VEIC Optimal C-Team Gas Opportunity Report for later years.

Jamie H. said that with EE the assumption would be that the product would be replaced by a more EE product in 20 years and that EE that has been put in place until 2024 will still be there. As an example, Jamie H. said that if he replaced the 30 year old heating system in his house you would not buy one that is as EE inefficient as the one 30 years ago; you would buy the least EE efficient technology that is available at that time. The EE percent in the forecast is for EE on top of what we already have. You don’t want to assume massive EE which could result in unrealistic load expectations. You don’t want to overstate EE figures. Without EE we have a trajectory of a modest but steady increase in energy consumption.

Ian S. wanted to know what was driving the 30% overall reduction in petroleum consumption in transportation from 2007 levels by 2030. Marion G. said that a new state law that established the Petroleum Reduction Commission has that as a goal. Varun K. said that ENE has already looked at the impact of CAFE Standards on transportation scenarios. Jamie H. said that these standards will help drive this reduction. Is the rest of the reduction going to come from fuel switching? If it does come from fuel switching it is beyond the bound of a baseline forecast. Bruce D. wanted to know how much of the petroleum reduction comes from EE and how much comes from fuel switching. Jamie H. said that if you wanted to consider fuel switching, it is better to do it in the scenario modeling than in the baseline. Until you run the baseline scenario you are not going to know what measures need to be put in place to meet the 30% goal. Danny M. said that the 30% reduction will be modeled because we have a Commission formed by the General Assembly, which is mandated to consider certain petroleum reduction targets.

Julie G. said that she knows the EIA data is widely accepted, but their results have been less then stellar. To assume that those projections are accurate could be dangerous. Jamie H. said that ENE would be happy to listen to alternatives. Bob T. asked if it was a demand forecast or a supply forecast. Will it forecast what power plants are running in 2015 and what their fuel sources are? It is important to realize where we get our power from. How much comes from Brayton Point? This is important in a baseline analysis. He said what we have now is just gross data. What are the pollution impacts of where we get our energy? He agrees with Julie G. that EIA is grossed up data that is predicated on old assumptions that are least a year old. If you go back 20 years and look at EIA forecasts you will find the data misleading and it does not get to the core problem of solving energy consumption. Julian D. said that was a very good point and that the gross numbers do not tell where the power comes from. Bob T. said to get at this data the suppliers are going have to provide information as to exactly where the stuff comes from. Jamie H. said what he was describing was an integrated resource plan.

Danny M. said that the Project Team would need to know if we have the appropriate resources and time to do such a study. This was not in the original SOW. Marion G. said
the AC was not working in a vacuum. There is lots of work going on in energy in RI and many people in the room are working on the shorter term issues. We are looking at a lot of data that has not been looked at before. Bob T. said that we are starting in a reasonable place to start but it is not enough. Marion G. asked Bob T. to put his comments into writing so the Project Team can study them. She said that this is a learning process for the AC.

Jamie H. said it is a fundamental problem with all forecasts, especially energy, because you never have absolute certainty. We don’t know if another technology like fracking will change the landscape in the next ten years. But if you need to identify the risks and uncertainty or you will never be able to do long term energy planning

Danny M. said that Julie G.’s and Bob T.’s comments were very helpful and he would like them to e-mail them to him. Bob T. asked why there were six separate PUCs and six different rate structures in New England when the ISO is a regional entity. He feels it is illogical. Regionalization would give NE better buying power. Ian S. said that energy is regional but distribution is local.

Karina L. thought there would be a better basis for planning if we had data that demonstrates how much the EIA has been off in their predictions in the last twenty years so we can look at the range of error. Jamie H. said he would be hesitant to do that. The recent natural gas situation makes the accuracy of any forecast flawed.

Jessica M. said they we may want to make the goals tighter and get at the most important information in each sector. We may need to simplify goals and melt them down and do what Bob C. suggested - just use less energy. What information is needed to get at that goal? This could get at Bob T.’s questions about how much energy are we using and where we are getting it-like Brayton Point. This has high value for us to know.

**Next Steps**

Danny M. said that everyone has good points and at this stage, the AC is just looking for the basic baseline information. Next month we will come back and show the preliminary findings from the baseline forecast. Bob C. said he would like to see a baseline on how many solar hot water systems have been installed in RI and see if we can grow that. We may also want to look at the number of MWs of PV that have been installed to date-how much capacity today and how much capacity in the future.

Danny M. said the AC was on an accelerated timeline so it is important to get a lot of feedback from the AC so please sent it to him by e-mail. He is particularity interested in the forecast SOW. He will e-mail the power point to members and he is asking for their responses within the week. If members have additional comments about the revised DOs they should e-mail them to him. The Project Team will work on a final set of DOs that will be handed over to the C-Team. There will be numbers for the next meeting. The Project Team will also be introducing the SOW for the third task which is looking at the resources available. The next AC meeting will be held on Tuesday February 19th at
10:30 AM.

The meeting was adjourned at 12:30 PM.